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Fasten your seatbelts

I love playing with new technologies

I find blockchain + Web3 fascinating
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WHOLE CRYPTO WORLD IS A SCAM!!!!

Smart contract developers

Financial advise on which shitcoin to invest in

Crypto exchange hacks - see six/David's presentation

Cryptocurrency is used as a form of payment, e.g. ransomware
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Total market capitalisation is around 2  1 trillion USD

2  1,000,000,000,000 

New complex technology with crappy UI 

What could possibly go wrong? 
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check source of the app/dapp

don’t send funds to someone you don't trust, or verify via phone

block people/email sharing login, password, private key, seed phrase, backup phrase

extra careful to interact with KNOWN and unknown smart contracts

use password manager

enable 2fa, don’t use SMS based

use HW wallet if you have a lot to protect

keep PC free of malware

cold wallet for valuables - like you don’t store your life savings in your pocket wallet

take time, don’t rush

install security extensions like "Wallet Guard" or "Sunrise: NFT scam protector" 



Conclusion
I can send white-paper if you want 
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